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Given a graph (digraph) G with edge (arc) set E(G) = {(u,, v,), (u,, u,), . . . , (u,, u,)}, where 
q = IE(G)), we can associate with it an integer-pair sequence S, = ((a,, b,), 
(a,, Q. . . . , (a,, h,)) where ai, bi are the degrees (indegrees) of Ui, Ui respectively. An integer- 
pair sequence S is said to be graphic (digraphic) if there exists a graph (digraph) G such that 
SC = S. In this paper we characterize unigraphic and unidigraphic integer-pair sequences. 
1. Introduction and definitions 
All graphs (digraphs) considered here are finite, without isolated vertices and 
without loops or multipie edges (arcs). Given a graph (digraph) G we denote its 
vertex set by V(G) and edge (arc) set by E(G). The edge (arc) joining vertex u to 
vertex u is denoted by uv. 
Let G be a graph (digraph) with E(G) =(lclvl, u2v2,. , . , u4vq} where q = 
(E(G)\. Then by the integer-pair sequence SG of G we mean the sequence 
((al, b,), (a,, b,), * l - , (a,, b,)) where Cki, bi are the degrees (indegrees) of Ui, vi 
respectively. ; 
Let S = ((ah h), (a2, b2), . . . , (a,, !I,)) be a sequence of ordered pairs of positive 
(non-negative) integers. We say S’s S if S’ can be obtained from S by a 
permutation of its members, and S’& if S’= S” where S” is obtained from S by 
interchanging ai and bi in some of the members of S. Then a graph (digraph) G is 
said to be a realization of S if S, L&5 (S, = S). If S has a graph (digraph) as a 
realization, then S is said to be graphic (digraphic). Further, if any two graph 
(digraph) realizations of S are isomorphic, then S is said to be unigraphic 
(unidigraphic). 
Integer-pair sequences were first introduced by Hakimi and Patrinos in [3], 
where it was considered to extend the co;?cepts and results of degree sequences. 
Characterizations of graphic (digraphic) integer-pair sequences were also obtained 
in the same paper. In this paper we characterize unigraphic (unidigraphic) 
integer-pair sequences, thus solving a problem posed in [3]. For degree sequences 
the corresponding problem of characterizing unigraphic degree sequences has 
been solved in the case of graphs by Koren in CC;]; and in Das [2] in the case of 
digraphs. Further results on integer-pair sequences have been obtained in 
CL 2771. 
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We now introduce some definitions and notations. For definitions not given 
here and notations not explained the reader is referred to [4]. 
Let G be a graph (digrsph) and A, B E V(G). Then G[A, B] is defined by the 
following: V(G[A, B]) = A U B and E(G[A, B]) = {UU E E(G): u E A, v E B}. 
G[A, A] is denotled by G[A] sometimes. If x E V(G), then the degree (out- 
degree and indegree respectively: of x in G is denoted by d&)(&(x) and d,(x) 
respectively). By G + I(xuyv) + H we mean that we get ,Li from G by replacing 
xu, yv by xv, yu in E(G) where x, y, u, 2, are distinct vertices in V(G) such that 
xu, yv E E(G); yu, xv$ E(G) and d&) = d&v) (d&u) = d,(v)). Then, clearly, H 
is also a graph (digraph) and S, = S,. 
Now let S = ((a*, b,), (Q, b2), . . . , (a,, t!Q) be a sequence of ordered pairs of 
positive integers. 
We then have (following 131): St is the sequence (al, bl, n2, b2,. . . , as, b,); 
S2=(d,,d2,. . .,d,,) is the set of distinct members of S,; k’(r, s) is the number of 
times the ordered integer-pair (r> s) occurs in S; 
k(r, s) = 1 k’(r, s)+ k'(s, r), if rf s, Ur, s), if r=s; 
n(r) is the number of times f occurs in S,; 
I. _ n(di) 
1 
di 
for lCi<n. 
Note that if S is graphic and G is a graph realization of S then there are Ii 
vertices of degr-,- di in G (as shown in [3]) and hence ii is a positive integer. 
Hence for graphic S we have the foinowing: For 1 s i s n we define: 
Xi = (CLX(d;, di))(mod fi)+ C (It(di, dj)(mod li)), 
jti 
Wi = (02k(di, diMmod h)+ C ((-k(& dj))(kmod Ii))-
j#i 
I$, is the following sequence of length Ii: (2k(G, di))(mod fi) of the members 
are (2k(d,, d)lli) and the remaining, if any, are [2k(4, di)/Zi]m (AS usual, {x} 
denotes the least integer not less than x and [x] denotes the greatest integer 
not greater than x.) 
For 1 s if j s n we define niij to be the following pair of sequences 
[(ri, r& . . . , rfi), (r’, , A$, . . . , t-i,>] where k(di, dj)(mod I,) of the a:‘~ are 
{ k(h, dj)/lm} and the remaining, if any, are [k(di, dj)/l,] for m = i, j. 
Also, when S is graphic, any graph realization G of S is taken to be on the 
vertex selt V = U y= 1 Vi where 1 Vi1 = li and dG (x) = 4 for all x E Vi, lsi s 1;. 
G[V,, Vi] is denoted by Gij and G[VJ by Gi or Gii. 
For the bipartite graph Gij, i # j, the bipartition is always taken to be Vi U Vj 
and A,,(G), &j(G) denote respectively the maximum, minimum degree in Gij of a 
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vertex in Vi. Gij is said to be semiregular on both sides if 
Aij(G)-6ij(G)s 1 and Aii(G)-6ji(G)< 1. 
Given a pair of sequences [~$r, &] we say it has a realization by bipartite graph 
if there is a bipartite graph G, with bipartition VI U V,, such that the degrees in G 
of the vertices in V, are given by & for m = 1,2. (Pairs of sequences with 
unique realization by bipartite graphs have been characterized by Koren in [5].) 
Then we also write L!(G) = [&, IjiZ]. 
A graph G is said to be semiregular if A(G)-a(G)<1 where A(G), 6(G) 
denote respectively the maximum, minimum degree of a vertex in G. 
x 1 y means x divides y and x 1 y means x does not divide y. 
The degree sequence of a graph G, written n(G), is the sequence of the 
degrees of the vertices of G. Two sequences II,, I72 are equal if 27, can be 
obtained by a permutation of the members of &. Similarly [II,, I&] = [&, #+] if 
n, = +1 and & = &. 
Further definitions, required only in the case of digraphs, will be given in the 
section on digraphs. 
2. Unigrapbic integer-pair sequences 
We fist give two structural results which will be used repeatedly in the proof of 
the necessity of the characterizing theorem. 
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a semiregular graph with q edges and n vertices. If 
2~q~$n(n - l)-2, then there exist distinct x y, v E V(G) strch that xv$ E(G), 
yv E E(G) and dG(x)adG(y). 
Pr&. Let a be the maximum degree of a vertex in V(G). If a = 1, then there are 
four vertices of degree 1. Two of these, which are nonadjacent, may be taken to 
be x and y and v the only vertex adjacent to y. Similarly, if a = n - 1, then there 
are four vertices of degree n -2 and two of these which are adjacent may be 
taken as x and y and v the only vertex non-adjacent to X. 
So we suppose 2 < a < n - 2. L& x E V(G) be such that d,&) = a. So there is 
v E V(G) such that xv6 E(G). As G is semiregular so dG(v) 3 1. Hence there Es 
y E V(G) such that yv E E(G). This choice of x, y and v serves. Hence the lemma 
is proved. ‘1 
a 2.2. Let G be a bipartite graph with bipartition VI U V,, and with q edges, 
which is semiregular on both sides. If 2<q < mn -2 where IV,1 = n 3 2 and 
IVI = m 2 2, then 
xv:yu$ E(G). 
there exist x, y E VI and u, v E V2 such that xu, yv E E(G) and 
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Proof. Let Qi be the maximum degree of a vertex in Vi, i = 1,2. As before we can 
see that if al = 1 or m (a2= 1 or n) the lemma is true. So we suppose that 
2<a,<m-1 and 2sa+n - 1. Let XE VI be such that t&(y) = al. So there is 
u E V2 such that x&E(G). Now _%(~)a 1 and so there is y E V, such that 
yu E E(G). As dG (x) 3 dG (y ) so y is not ioined to all the vertices that x is joined 
to. Hence there is u E V2 such that yu$ E( 5), xu E E(G). This proves the lemma. 
We will use the following result on unig-aphic degree sequences: 
Lemma 2.3 (Koren [6]). Let I7 = an be a graphic degree sequence. Th,en R is 
unigraph.ic if and only if a E { 1, vr - 2, n -I}0rIl=2~.(a~isthesequenceofna’s.) 
We will use the following canonical realization of a graphic integer-pair 
sequence. 
Lemma 3.4 (Rao and Taneja [7]). 
graph realization G of S such that 
Gil is semiregular on both sides. 
If $ is a graphic integer-pair sequence, there is a 
for every i, j, 1 < i f j =S n, Gi is semiregular and 
In what follows till the statement of the theorem in this section, we take S to be 
a unigraphic integer-pair sequence and G to be the can%ical realizaticq of 
Lemma 2.4. Note that for 1 s i, j s n we hve Zl( Gij) = 17,j. We also make ti.e 
following .notational simplifications: we \r/rite Aij for Aij<G), 8ij for 6;ij(G), dij(x 
for dGi,(x) and d(x) for d&x). 
We now state and prove a series of assertions about unigraphrc S. These will be 
required to prove the necessity in the characterizing theorem. 
Ass&ion 1. Zither Xi = Yi = 0 or Xi = li or Yi = ri for 1 S i S n. 
PrOOf. For & = 1 it is clearly true. So let & b 2 and suppose that the assertion does 
not hold. NOW as S is graphic SO Ii 1 Xi and li 1 Yi. Also Xi = 0 if and only if Yi = 0. 
SO we have that Xi, yi 221,. 
SO there exist X, YE Vi and i, l~j:~sn, such that dij(x)>dij(y). AS d(x)=d(y)= 
di SO there is m, 14 m s n, such that G,(y)> dim(x). As Xi, Yi 2 21i SO each vertex 
of Vi has degree Aik(8ik) in Gik, where Aik # 6ikc for at least two different values of 
k;, 1 s k s n. So let p, r be such that &,(x) = dip f 6ip and d,,(x) z 6i, # A; and 
(P, r1n Ii, ml = ld. 
dip(y) = dip and dir(y) = Sir. 
If not, then by interchanging the neighbourhoods of x: and y in both Gij and 
Gi, we will get a realization Ei’ of S which has one vertex less than G with the 
property that it is joined to Aii vertices in Vi, A,, in VP, 8i,, in VW and &, in V,.. 
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This implies that S is not unigraphic. Hence the claim. 
NOW there is z E Vi such that dip(z) = $,a 
Suppose dim(z) = $,a Then there are two cases. First if there exists s $ fi, p, m, r] 
such that d, (z) = Ai, # S,,, di, ( y) = S,,, then interchanging neighbourhoods of y and 
z in Gip and Gi, we get H and then as above we can get a realization which is not 
isomorphic to EL SO this case cannot occur and hence we have dij(z) = Aij and 
dir(z) = Ai, as 4 2 21,. Interchanging neighbourhoods of y and z in Gi, and Gii 
we get a realization which has in Vi one more vertex, than G has, which is joined 
to Ai, points in V, and &j points in V’. 
SO we have dl,,, (z) = Ai,. Then as before by comparing z with x we see that 
d,(z) = Aij and dir(z) = 6+ SO there is w E Vi such that d,(w) = Ai,. Hence there is 
u, E V,. such that wu, E E(G), zu, $ E(G). Similarly there is t (t may be same as i 
or III) such that d,(w) = 6it < Ai, = d&(z). Hence there is u, E ‘k/t such that ZU., E 
E(G), WU& E(G). G + I(wyzu,) -+ G’. Now in G’ we interchange the neigh- 
bourhoods of z and y in both G’[ Vi, V,] and G’[ Vi, VP] to get realization li in 
which y is adjacent to Sip points in VP and Ai, points in V,, contradicting the 
claim. 
Hence Assertion 1 is proved. 
Note that Xi = li (Yi = 4) implies that each vertex of Vi has degree Aij(6,j) in 
some Gii, where Aij # 6ij, exactly once. Ah Xi = Yi = li implies that there are 
exactly two distinct values of i such that A, # $j. 
Assertion 2. If i # i; li 2 2 and li G k(4, dj ) s hlj - li, then IIij has unique realization 
by bipartite graph; Xi, Yi s li ; for all m # j, i, with l,a 2, either 
and either 
OG k(di, di) G 1 or $li(li - 1)~ 1 s k(di, di)sili(li - 1). 
Further if li 1 k(di, dj), then for all mf j, i, k(d, d,) = bl,,, 3r 0; and k(ai, di) = 
&(&--1) Or 0. 
Proof. Cleariy L&j has unique realization by bipartite graph. We rl=qke the 
following claim to prove the rest of the assertion. 
Cl~inm. Let x, y E Vi, then there is a bipartite realization of IIii with bipartition 
Vi U V’ such that there is a w E Vj which is joined to x but not to y. 
Let Vj=(Ul~**sr I.I~~] where dji(Vk)3dji(uk+l). Then y can be joined to ~1 to 
‘dii(y) and ’ to ‘d,,(y)+1 = W in G,i as dji(Ul)-dji(w)s 1 and dij(y)sAij s lj -- 1. 
NOW suppose there is an m # i, i such that l* 2 2 and 2~ k(di, d,) =G lil, - 2. 
Then Gi, satisfies conditions of Lemma 2.2 and hence there exist x, y E Vi, ZI E V,,; 
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such tha? &,(Xjadi,(Y) and XU$ E(Gi,), YU E E(Gi,,). Also by Claim there 
is W E t/i such that xw E E(G), yw$ E(G). G + I(xwyu) --, H. Then 
n(H[Vi, VJ) # ni, as A,,(H)-&,(H)>2. Contradiction to the feet that S is 
unigraphic. 
Similarly we get a contradiction using Lemma 2.1 if 
NOW let li 1 k(di, dj). Then for all X, y E Vi, dij(X) = dij(y). Suppose there IS 
u E (V(G)- Vi) such that XU$ E(G), yv E E(G) for some X, y E Vi. Then we get a 
w as in Claim. G + I(xwyu) + H and fl(H[Vi, Vj]) # flij. Contradiction. Hence 
there is no such u. Hence the second paragraph of Assertion 2 holds. 
Finally t0 show that Xi, Yi s lie Suppose not. Suppose Xi 2 21,. Then by t%e 
second paragraph of Assertion 2, just proved, we get that li 1 k(& d,). SO let 
x E Vi be such that dij(x) = A, # 8ije AS Xi a 21, SO there is distinct r SUCK that 
d,,(x) = Ai, # 6iy Let y E Vi be such that d,(y) = 61,. Then there is u E V’ such that 
x:21 E E(G), yu$ E(G). By Claim there is a w E Vj such that xw$ E(G), yw E E(G). 
G + P(XUYW) + H. Then n(H[Vi, Vi]) # Qj. Hence Xi < &. Similarly Yi s lie 
Hence Assertion 2 is proved. 
Assean 3. If i # j, !,, ij 3 2 and 0 C k(di, dj) C Ii, then TCi = li* 
PJXlOf. Suppose nc t. Then Xi 22& and bl/ Assertion 1 Yi = li. Xf k(& dj) = 1, then 
all bat One vertex of V, have degree 6ij in Gij where 6ij # Aij. .IQence there is just 
one m+,re k such that L:\ik # Sik, and only the remaining vertex of ‘.J” has degree & 
in Gik. Then WC get th:at Xi = Ii also as the only non-zero contribution to Xi are 
from k(di, dj) and k(di, &). 
St> k(di, dj) 3 2. Hence Gij satisfies conditions of Lemma 2.2 and SO we can get 
X, y E Vi and U, o E Vi s\lch that XU, ye E E(G) and XU, y~$ E(G). Also as 8ij = 0 SO 
&j(x) = d,,(y) = Aij = I.. 
AS Xi 2 21, SO there is uz # i such that dim(X) = Ai, # si,. Hence there exist 
z E Vi, w E Vm such th.at xw E E(G), ZW$ E(G) and dim(Z) = $m. If yW$ E(G), 
then G + I(.xwyv) 4 13. Thtn in H, x has degree 2 in H[ Vi, r/l] but there is no 
vertex of Vi of degree 2 in Gij implying S is not unigraphic. Hence yw E E(G). 
AS Yi = Ii SO d,(Z) = Ai,= 1. Let p E Vj such that ZP e E(G). SO at least one Of 
x, y is nonadjacent to p. Let xp$ E(G). G + I(xwzp) -+ If. Then as above we get 
a contradictioln. 
Hence Assertion 3 is proved. 
. If i # i ; Li, lj 2 2 and Zilj - li c k(G, dj) < liZj, then Yi = lie 
Let G be the complement of G. Then SG is unigraphic. So Assertion 3 
holds ;or SG. This implies that Assertion 4 holds for S. 
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Assetion 5. If i # i; li; lj 2 2 and 1< k(di, dj) c li, then for all m # i, i either 
k(di, d,) = lilfn or 0 s k(di, d,,) < li; and either 
k(diy di)<$li O?’ k(di, di)a$li(li - I)- 1. 
Proof. NOW by Lemma 2.2 there exist X, y E Vi and U, v E Vj such that XU, yv E 
E(G) and XV, YU $ E(G). Hence dij(X) = d,(y) = Aij = 2. Also applying Assertion 3 
to the hypothesis we get that Xi = Ii. 
NOW SUPPOSE there is m # i, i such that li s k(di, d,) < lil,. Then clearly l,,, 3 2. 
Hence using Assertion 2 we get that k(di, d,) > lilm - li or k(di, d,,) < Ii. SO 
lilt>, - li < k(di, d,,) < lilma* AS Xi=& SO di,(X)=di,(y)=~i,=l~-l~l. Hence 
without loss of generality we can take Gil, (constructed as in proof of Claim in 
Assertion 2) to be so that there is w E V,,, such that yw E E(G), xw$ E(G). 
G + I(xuyw) + H and as before H is not isomorphic to G. Contradiction. 
Now if 
Then li 3 4. Then also dii(x) = d,,(y) = 6ii where 3 s 8ii s li -2. (Sii may be equal to 
Aii). Now we let Vi ={Vi, ~2% - l l 7 vii-2, x = Vh_1, y = Vii} such that dii(vk) 2 dii(Vk+l) 
for k=1,2,...,&-1. If Siisli -3, then Gii is constructed as follows: x is joined 
to VP to 2)dii(x). Then y is joined to Z)d,(x)+l = W. If Sii = li -2, then there are at least 
4 vertices of degree li -2 as k(di, di) sili (4 - 1) - 2; and we take Gii such that 
XY E E(Gii). SO there is 7,~ E Vi such that w # x and xw E E(Gii). SO in any case we 
can get a Gii such that there is a w E Vi, W# x and YW E E(Gii), XW$ E(Gii). 
G + I(XUYW) * H and iI(HiVi]) # IIii. A contradiction. 
Hence Assertion 5 is proved. 
betion 60 If if i, li, lj 3 2 and lilj - li c k(di, dj) < kij - 1, then for all m # j, i 
either k(4, d,) = 0 or l&, - li < k(a, d,) G lilt; ; and either 
k(G, di)>i(li -2) or k(di, di)s 1. 
Proof. Apply Assertion 5 to Se. 
Assertion 7. If i, j, r are all 
then for all m # i, j, r either 
k (dip di) < $li or 
Note Xi = li implies 
disttnct, Xi = Ii ; 0 < k(di, dj) < lilj and 0 < k(di, d,) < lilr, 
k(di, d,)= Iill, or 0~ k(ili, d,n)< li; and either 
k(di, G)a$li(li -ml)- 1. 
li 2 2. Also if Assertion 2 could be applied to either i, j 
or i, r then we are done. Hence, as Assertion 2 cannot be applied, we can get 
.“c, yE Vi, u E Vi, v E V, such that XU, YV E E(G) and XV, yu$ E(G). The rest of the 
proof is similar to that of Assertion 5. 
. If i, j, r are all distinct; Yi =li; OKHk(di,dj)<l,l,and O<k(d,,d,)~~l,l,, 
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then for all UI + i, j, r either k(d, d, ) = 0 or lilm - li C k(di, d,,) s 1iC ; and either 
k(d, di)>ili(li -2) or k(di, di)c 1. 
Proof. Apply P ssertion 7 to SG. 
Assertion 9. If k(di, di) # 0 or i&i(li - 1) and li I2k(d, di), then eithc:: 
k(di, di) = $li or $li(lli -2) or k(di, di) = 1, = 5; 
and for all mf i, k(di, d,) = lilm or 0. 
Proof. S’ince flii is unigraphic SO the values of k(d, di) ..rr= obtained alsing Lemma 
2.3. If for some m # i Iwe have OC k(d& d,,,) < &,, then v,e can get x, y E Vi, w c V,,, 
such that xw EE(G), yw$E(G) as Giln is semiregular on both sides. Also, 
whichever of the permitted values k(d, di) takes, IJve can get a Cr.;ii such that 
there is u E V’;, U# x and UX$ E(Gii), UY 5 E(Gii). G + I(xw:N) + H and 
D(H[ VJ) # Hii. A contradiction. Hence Assertion 9 is proved. 
Assetian 110. If li ,f 2k(d:, di). then Lfii is unigraphic. 
ProoZ. The proof is immediate. 
Now we state and prove the theorem characterizing unigraphic integer-pair 
sequences. 
Theorem 2.1. An integer-pair sequence S is unigraphic if and only if S is graphic 
arid the follcwing conditions are sarisfied. 
CI. Either Xi = Yi = 0 or Xi = f!i or Yi = ii for 1 s i G n. 
C2, If ifj; Ii22 and li s k(d, dj)s lili - li, then I7ij has unique realization by 
bipartite graph; Xi, YI s h ; for all m # j, i, with lm 2 2, either 0 < k (4, d,,) G 1 or 
lil, - 1 s k(di, d,) s lJm ; and either 
0s k(di, di)S 1 or $li(li - 1)~ 1 s k(d, d)s$h(li - 1). 
Further, if li 1 k(di, dj), then for all PII # j, i, k(d, d,) = lilm or 0; and k(di, d;) = 
&(& - 1) or 0. 
C3. Ififj; li,lj”2 and O<k(di,dj)Cli, then Xi=&. 
C4. If if j; li, lj 2 2 and lilj - !i c k(di, dj) < lilj, then yi = lim 
C5 Zf if j; li, lj a 2 and 1~ k(d,, dj)< li, then for all HI # j, i either k(la;, 4,) = lil,, 
or 0 c k (di, d,) < & ; and either 
k(di, di) C= $li or k(di, di)s$&(h - l)- 1. 
C6. If if j; li, lj 2 2 and &l,i - li < k(d,, d,)< lilj - 1, then for all WI# j, i either 
k(d,,d,,,)=O or l~l~-l~~k(d~,d~)~l~l~; and either 
k(d, di)>$li(li -2) or k(d,, di)s 1. 
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C7. If i, j, r are all distinct; Xi =li; O<k(di,di)<kili and O<k(di,d,)<lilr, then for 
all m -f i, j, v either k(di, d,,) = lilm or 0~ k(di, d,) < li ; and either 
k(diy d,)<ili or k(di, di)aili(li - I)- 1, 
GIL If i, j, r are all distinct: Yi = li ; 0 < k(d, dj) < lilj and 0 C k(d, d,) < lilr, then for 
all m # i, j, r either k(di, d,,) = 0 or lil,, - li < k(di, d,) s lilm ; and either 
k(di, (&)>$li(li -2) or k(di, #ii)< 1. 
C9. If k(diydi)#O or $li(li - 1) and li I2k(d,, di), then either 
k(di, di) =$li or &li(li -2) or k(di, di) = li = 5; 
and for all mf i, k(di, d,,) = lilfn or 0. 
ClO. If li 4’ 2k(di, di), then Hii is unigraphic. 
Proof. The necessity of conditions Cl to Cl0 follow from Assertions 1 to 10 
respectively. 
Sufficiency. Let S be an integer-pair sequence which is graphic and satisfies the 
conditions Cl to ClO. Let H be a realization of S and let G be the canonical 
realization of S obtained from Lemma 2.4. Analogous to the notations developed 
for G, we have the following for If: Hii denotes H[Viy Vi], d:j(x) denotes the 
degree of x in Hij. 
We will prove the sufficiency by showing that H is isomorphic to G. To this end 
we state and prove the following claims. 
Cl&n 1. For fixed t and all j the degree sequence of the vertices of Vi in the graph 
Hij is same as in G,j. 
For 1: = 1 it is clearly true. So let li 3 2. Also then we need only check for jf i, 
such that lj 2 2 and 0~ k(di, dj) < lilj. 
Suppose for all jf i, k(d, dj) = 0 or rilj, then Hii (respectively Gii) has to be 
regular as the degree in H (G) of all vertices of Vi is same. Thus n(Ht,i) = I7ii and 
the claim holds. 
SO now we suppose there exists j # i such that 0 < k(di, dj j < lili. Then we have 
the following five exhaustive cases. 
Case (a). There exists j# i such that 4 a 2 and Ii s k(di, dj) s lilj - ii. NOW if 
Ii 1 k(di, dj), then from C2 we see that all vertices of Vi have same degree in 
I$ij (Gii,). Hence the claim holds. 
SO let /i Y k(di, dj). SO Xi # 0, Y;: # 0. Hence Ayi = Yi = li from C2. This implies 
that there are exactly two values of r such that Ai, # 6i,. One of them is j, let the 
other be m. Then, from C2, we get that for all r # j, m, i k(di, d,) = 0 or lib and SO 
for all these r claim holds. Also, from C2, either 
OCk(di,di)cl or ~li(li - 1)- 1~ k(d,, di)s$li(li - 1) 
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and so the claim is true for i too. If m # i, then, flc3 C2, flir (Gii) has exactly one 
edge or nonedge, if [,,,a 2; and if l..i = 1, then Hi, ant\ Gi, are isomorphic. Hence 
in any case claim is true for m. As o/&r #isir only for r = m, j and claim is true for m 
so it is true too for j (as all vertices of Vi have same degree in PI). Hence the 
claim holds. 
Case (b). Not in Case (a) and there exists j# i such that li 32 and l< 
k(di, dj) C ki. 
From C3 we get that Xi = li. If k(di, di)<$li, then, from C5, it get that 
Xi = xiEJ k(di, dj) +2k(di, di) where for all i E J we have li k’ k(di, di) and i&L 
Also, from C5, be get that for all m&f, mf i k(d,, d,) = 0 or &,,. Hence each 
vertex of Vi has exactly one of the edges counted in the expression for Xi above 
as Xi := li. Thus the clailli holds. 
If k(di~~~)=$~(&-l)-l. Then n(&)=&. Then as Xi=l, and 2sk(di,dj)<k 
so for all m # j, i Ai, = Sin,. AS we are not in Case (a) SO k(di, d,,,) = 0 or Ei1m. 
Moreover k(d, dj) = 2. Hence the claim holds. 
If k(di, di)=i&(k -l), then, from C5, we get that Xi =CieJ k(d,, dj) with J 
defined as before. Similarly here, too, the claim holds. 
Case (c). Not in Case (a) and there exists if i such that 1j 3 2 and 1ilj - li < 
k(di, dj) C filj - 1. 
C6 ensures that this follows by considering fi and Case (b). 
Case (d). Not in any of the previous cases and there exist j, m # i such that 
0 < k(4, dj) < Zilj and 0 C k(d, d,) C liZma 
If Xi = Yi = 0, rhen we are in Case (a). Hence by Cl we have either Xi = li or 
1: = !i- Suppose Xi = lie Then we use C7 and proof is similar to that of Case (b). If 
K = ii, then C8 shows that we are in a case similar to Case \‘.c). 
Case (e). Not in any of the previous cases. Hence there exists j # i such that 
either k(di, dj) = 1 or liZj - 1; or lj = 1 with 0 C k(d., dj) C lilj; and for all m # i, j 
k(di, d,) = 0 or lit,* Then clearly claim is true t’~r j and hence also n(Hii) = I7ii. 
Thus the claim is proved. 
From Claim 1 we immediately have the following. 
Claim 2. n(H;j) = 27ij fOf 1 s i, is n. 
SO now we may denote A,(H) (6,(H)) by Aij (6,) also. We now require the 
following definitions for the next two claims. 
We say that i is paired if there is a j such that 
li, lj a2 and max{li, lj)sk(di, dj)blilj -max(li, li}; 
further, we say that i, j are a pair aIld i is paired with j. Otherwise we say that i is 
not paired. 
For XEVi WC define f(x) = (&l(x), t&(x), . - . , din(X)), f’(x) = (dl,(x), 
d&(x), . . . , d;,,(x)). 
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A map 4: V ---, V is said to be permissible if 4 is l-l and for 1s i s n, x E Vi 
implies 4(x) E Vi and f’(x) = f(&(x)). 
Observe that Claim 2 and Cl shows that a permissible map exists. 
If uz, is an edge (nonedge) in I-I, then we say 4 maps it onto an edge (nonedge) 
if ~(u)#(v) is an edge (nonedge) in G. Hence a permissible map 4 which maps ah 
edges of H onto edges will be ar! isomorphism of H onto G. Note that if li = 1, 
then any permissible map 4 is an isomorphism from H[Vi, V] onto G[Vi, V]. 
Hence we only consider i such that Ii 22 to see how we may obtain an 
isomorphism from a given permissible map 4. To this end we have the following 
two claims. 
Claim 3. lf i is paired with j and t$ is any permissible map, then we can get a 
permissible map 4’ such that 4’ = 4 on V - (Vi U J/i) and 4’ maps all edges in H 
-with at least one point in Vi U Vj onto edges of G. 
By Claim 2 and C2 we get that n(Hij) = IIij has unique realization by bipartite 
graph. SO there is an iscmorphism $ from Hii onto Gij with +( Vi) = Vi. Define 4’ 
as follows: 4’ = $ on ViU Vj and 4’=<b on V-(ViUVj). To check that this 4’ 
serves. Clearly all edges of Ifij are mapped onto edges by 4’. 
If li 1 k(d,, d,), then, from C2, we see that for all m # i, j all edges of Hi, are 
mapped onto edges. A~O for x E Vi: f’(x) = f(c/i’(x)). Similarly if lj 1 k(di, dj). 
If li Y k(di, dj), then Xi, Yi # 0. SO from C2 we get that Xi = Yi = Ii and hence 
there is exactly one m # j such that Ai, # Si,. If m f i and &,a 2, then there is 
exactly one edge or nonedge in Hi,, by C2. The vertex x in Vi which has the only 
edge or nonedge in Hi, has its degree in Hij different from the degree in EIij of all 
other vertices of Vi. Hence x is mapped by II/, and hence +‘, to y the vertex of 
same degree in Gij. As a permissible map exists so I”(X) -= f(y). Hence in G also y 
has the only edge or nonedge in Gi,. 
If m z- i, then there is exactly one edge or nonedge, say xy, in Hii by C2. Then 
d:](x) = d:j(y) and for all z E Vi Z+ X, y we have d;j(z) # d:j(x). SO X!J is mapped by 
4’ onto the two vertices of Vi which have their degree in Gij same as d:j(X). 
Hence 4’ maps xy onto the only edge or nonedge in Gij. Similarly if lj Y k(di, di). 
Clearly 4;’ is permissible in each case. Hence the claim is proved. 
Claim Q. If i is not paired; there is no jf i such that Ii s k(di, dj) 6 lilj - 1, ; and 4 is 
any permissible map, then we can get a permissible map 4’ such that 4’ = C$ on 
V - Vi and 4’ maps all edges in H with at least one point in Vi o~~to edges. 
Suppose for all j Hii is complete or empty, then clearly SO is Gij and hence we 
can take 4’ = 4. So let there exist a j such that Hij is neither complete nor empty. 
If i = i and li 12k(di, dj), then, by C9, we know that for all ~1 f i, Hi’,, is either 
complete: or empty. Also by C9 and Lemma 2.3 we see that IIii is unigraphic. 
Hence thiere is an isomorphism 1(/ from Hii onto Gii. We then define 4’ as follows: 
ct)’ = qb OII Vi and 4’ = 4 on V- Vi. This 4’ serves. 
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If j = i and l’ # 2k(d,, dj), then there is m # i such that Ai,n # Sides. In particular 
Gi,,, is neither complete no? empty. So the only case remaining is that there is a 
jf i such that 0~ k(di, 4) cx liljm We make the following subcases, which are 
exhaustive. 
Subcase (a). There exists j f i such that 4 2 2 and 1 < k( di, dj ) < lie 
Then by C3 we know that Xi = Ii. Also, by C5, either 
Suppose ic (di, di ) = $li (li - 1) - 1 and k(d,, di ) # 0. Applying Lemma 2.2 to Hiij 
we can get x, ye Vi, u, 21 E Vi such that XU, yv E E(Hi. Note U# v as d[j(U)= 
d@)= 1. As 4 is permissible so we can get u’, V’E Vi 3uch that @(x)u’, ~(Y)v’E 
E(G). Similarly u’ + v’. Define 4’ as follows: 4’(u) =-. 11’; 4’(v) = u’; 4’ = 4 on 
V’- Vi: and #’ on Vi -{u, v) is any l-l map onto Vi -{u’, v’). TO check that 4’ 
SC rves. AS U, v (u', v’) have degree Aij = 1 # 6ij in Hij (Gij) and ni = li SO they have 
degree 6ii = li - 2 in Hii (Gii). Hence the only nonedge in Hii (Gii) is uv (u’v’). SO 
r;ii edges sii’ Hii are mapped onto edges. The vertices of Vi -{u, V} (Vi -{u’, v’}) 
have degree Aii # isii. Hence, as Xi = li, for all m # j, i all vertices of Vi have degree 
6. Irn = 0 or 1,,, by C5, in Hi’n. Thus all edges of Hii, Hii, Hi, for m # j, i are mapped 
onto edges. 
SU~~OSS k(di, di)<$li or k(di, di)=i&(li - 1). Then from CS it can be seen that 
Aim # Siln implies Ai’ll = 1; for m # i, Ai,,, = Sip* implies 6inl = 0 or 1, ; and Aii = 6ii 
implies Sii = li - 1 or 0. Let m # i, Ain, = 1 # Si’n and x E V,,,. NOW as 4 is per- 
missible so dki(X)=d,i(&(X))= k (Say). Let XU1,... ,xuk EE(&f,,) and 
<f,(x)v,, = * . , 4(x)& E E(Gi’,,). Then we define 4’(y) = v,: ! S rS k. Further if 
Oc: k(di, di)<ili and {U,V,, . . . , ULVk}=E(Hii) and [U',ufi, . . . . u;vk}=E(Gii) VVL‘ 
define 4’(y) = u: and #‘(v,) = vl, for 1 s s k. Thus we can defint 4’ on Vi. 4’ is r 
well defined as Xi = Ii. Clearly this 4’ serves. 
%&case (b). There exists if i such that !j 3 2 and liij - Ii < k(& dj) < lilj - 1. 
C6 ensures that this follows from considering R and Subcase (a). 
Subcase (c). Not in any of the previous subcases and there exist j, m # i such 
that 0~ k(di, dj)< lilj and O< k(di, d,,)< lil,v 
If Xi = Yi = 0, then we have li s k(d, dj) s lilj - li, a contradiction. Hence, by Cl, 
either Xi = li or Yi = li. Suppose Xi = li but Yi # li. Then we have also for r = j, y~2 
0 < k(di, d,) < li as we are not in any of the previous cases. Using this and C7 we 
proceed as in Subcase (a). Similarly we are done if Yi = Ii and Xi # li. If Xi = Yi = 
1’7 then j, YY; are the only two values of r for which rii, is not complete or empty. 
Then we can take #= &. 
Subcase (d). Not in any of the previous cases. 
Here (same case as Case (e) of Claim 1) we take 4’ = 4 if li i 2k(d_, di). If 
Ii Y 2k(di, di), then by Cl0 we know that I&i is unigraphic. Let J/ be an isomorph- 
ism from Hii onto Gii. Then we define 4’~ 4 on V- Vi and 4’ = $J OII Vi. 
This proves the claim. 
Now note that if z is paired with j, then i is not paired with any mf j by C2. 
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Hence distinct pairs are disjoint. So we begin with a permissible map, say 4, 
which we know exists, and modify it successively for each distinct pair, according 
to Claim 3, and then for each i satisfying the conditions of Claim 4, according to 
Claim 4. Let 40 be the permissible map we get finally. Now, if any i is not covered 
in the above steps, then we know that it is not paired and ZJsre is a j such that 
lip li 2 2 and & Iz k(di, di) s ZiZi - &. Then as j is not paired with i and C2 is satisfied, 
there cannot be any m # j such that I, a 2 dnd 4 s k(di, d,) s lJ,,, - ljs Hence i %a 
been covered in the above steps and so all edges of Hii are mapped onto eclges by 
&,. All other edges in H with at least one point in Vi are mapped onto edges by 
a* ‘ permissible map: this follows from C2 and fact that any edge with at least one 
pc;mt in V,, where 1,= 1, is mapped onto an edge by any permissible map. Hence 
we see that &, is an isomorphism of H onto G. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
3. Unidigra~phic integer-pair sequences 
AS there may be non-isolated vertices in a digraph with indegree 0 so we 
require the following analogous definitions In the case of digraphs. 
Let S = ((al, M, (a*, M, . . . , (aq, b,)) be a sequence of ordered pairs of non- 
negative integers. 
We then have (following [3]): A is the sequence (a,, a2,. . . , a,); B is the 
sequence (b,, b2,. . . , b,); A* is the set of distinct members of A; B* = 
id,, 6,. . . , d,,) is the set of distinct members of B; k’(r, s) is the number of times 
the ordered integer-pair (r, s) occurs in S; k’(r) is the number of times r occurs in 
R ; k(r) is the number of times r occurs in A and B. 
It is shown in [3J that if S is digraphic, then 0 $ B* and any digraph ref;hzation 
of S has k’(d,)/di vertices of indegree die Hence k’(h)/di is a positive integer. Also 
then k(0) is the number of times 0 occurs in A. 
Thus for digraphic S we have the following: For 1 <i s n we define: 
1, _ k’(4) .- -- 
1 di ’ 
Xl = jgI ((k’(dj, d,))(mod 21)) + (k’(0, di)(mod Ii)), 
YS = lf ((-k’(di, di))(moa II)) + ((Ak’(0, di))(mod 11)). 
j =l 
A~O when S is digraphic any digraph realization G of S is considered on the 
vertex set V(G) = Uy+ Vi where for 1~ i < YZ, 1 Vi\ = I[ and d&(x) = di for _Y E Vi ; if 
O$ A*, then V,, = 8; and if 0~ A*, then for x E VO, d&(x) = 0. 
As before for 0 s i, I- ‘K Y! we denote G[ Vi, Vi] by 6ij and G[ Vi] by Gi or Gii. 
AC(G) and S;(G) (A,(G) and S,(G)) denote respectively the maximum and 
minimum out-degree (indegree) in Gij of ;i vertex in Vi (Vi). 
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For the bipartite digraph Gij (if j) the bipartition is always taken to be Vi U Vi 
and Gij is said to be semiregular on both sides if Gij cc;nsidered as an undirected 
bipartire graph is. (Note the digraph Gij is antisymmetric.) 
The maximum and minimum outdegree (indegree) of a vertex in a digraph G is 
dienoted respectively by A’(G) and S’(G) (A-(G) and S-(G)). A tiigraph G is said 
to lbe semiregular if A+(G)-S+(G)sl and A-(G)-S-(G&l. 
We now give a canonical realization of a digraphic integer-pair sequence .( 
Lemma 3.1. 1f !I; is a digraphtc integer-pair sequence, then there is a digmph 
realization G of !I; such that for every i, j, 1 <i # j s n, Gi is semiregular and Gij is 
semiregular on bc!th sides. 
Pmof. Let H bt: a digraph realization of S. Let M$ (M,) be the number of 
verrices in Vi [V,) that have maximum outdegree (indegree) in H[ Vi, Vi]. 
Let 
f(H)= i i (~~(H)-~~(H)+A,(H)-~,(H)+M~+M,). 
i=l j=l 
Then of a!! the realizations of S we choose one, G, such that f(G) is minimum. 
Claim. G satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.1. 
Suppose there is i such that Gi is not semiregular. Then either A: -6; a 2 or 
A,;-6,22. If At-S; a 2, then we can get distinct u, V, w in !< such that in Gii 
outdegrees of u, v are Ai, 6; respectively and uw E E(G), vwg E(G). We then 
obtain G’ from G by replacing UIY by VW in E(G). Note S,+= SG. Further 
f (G’) < f (Gj, a contradictiorl. 
If 6, - 6; 3 2, then th ere exist distinct U, V, w in Vi such that in Gii indegrees of 
u, v are A;, C, respectively and vvu E E(G), WU$ E(G). Also there is m # i 
suchthat dc;,n,(t)) > dEm,(u) and there is x E V,,, such that xut E(G), xv E E(G). 
G -+ I(wum) -+ G’. Then f t:G’) (: f (G), a contradiction” Hence Gi is semiregular. 
Now, assuming that for 1 <i < n, Gi is semiregular, it can be similarly shown 
that Gij is semiregular on both sides for 1 <i # j < n. 
Hence the lemma is proved. 
We now give the theorem characterizing unidigraphic integer-pair sequencts. 
rem 3.1, Let S be an integer-pair sequence. Then S is unidigraphic if and only 
IS digraphic and satisfies the following conditions: 
ither Xl = Y[ = 0 or Xl = 1: or Yt = Z; for 1s i s n. 
l k’(d,,di)E{O, 1,1S(r[--1)--l, 11(11-l)} for lsisn. 
If l<i#j<n and l{, l;a 2, then k’(di, dj) f (0, 1, I:Zl- 1, Irli}. 
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P4. If k’(d,, & $! (0, It(EI - 1)}, then Xl = YI = 1; for 1s i S n. 
PS. If l<ifjQz, I[>, 2 and k’(& di) 6 (0, lrl$, then for all m # i, j, 0 k’(d,, di), 
k’(di, d,:) = 0 Or I[lL,; and k’(di, di) = 0 or l{(l!- 1). 
P6. If OE A*, then either k(0) = 1 OT there is i such that 1; = 1 and k(0) = k’(O, dj). 
&OOf~ In the following we take G to be the canonical realization of Lemma 3.1. 
Further if OE A* we assume that V(G) = V= Uyzo Vi where lVOl = k(0) and for 
all x E Vo, &j(x) = 0. As G has no isolated vertices so d&(x) = 1 for all x E VO. 
We also write A$, A,, Si, S,, d;(x), d;(x) for A;(G), A;(G), SC(G), 6;(G), 
d A,,( x), d E,,; x) respectively. 
Now to prajve the necessity. 
(1) The prc of that Pl holds is similar to that of Assertion 1. 
(2) Suppose 2s k’(d,, di)~l[(l~-l)-2. NOW as Gii is semiregular SC Ai=A, 
and Si -6,. So if Ai== 1 or 1: - 1, then we have distinct vertices x, y, U, u in \/;: 
such that XU, yu EE(G) and XU, yu$E(G). We then obtain G’ from G by 
replacing xu by yu in E(G) where we assume, withour loss of generality, that 
d:(y)3 d:(x). Then G’[Vi] is not semiregular, contradicting the fact that S is 
unidigraphic. So we take 2s Ai =S l:- 2. Let x E Vi be SUCK that d:(n)= Ai. SO 
there is y E Vi such that XY 6 Vi. But d,(y) 3 6,~ 1. Hence there is w E Vi such 
that wy E E(G). So we obtain G’ from G by replacing wy by xy in E(G). ‘?:‘!ien 
Ai(G’)>A& A contradiction. Hence P2 holds. 
(3) Suppose we have if j, l;, l{a 2 and 2 s k’(& dj) 6 l:lJ- 2. Then Gij cansi- 
&red as an undirected bipartite graph satisfies ihe conditions of Lemma 2.2. 
Hence we get x, y, 11, v as stated there. Let d;(x) 2 d;(y). We replace yu by xz? to 
get a contradiction as above. Hence P3 holds. 
(4) Clearly P4 holds if 1: = 2. So let l[a3. By P2, k’(di, di)= 1 or l:(l:_ I!-- I. 
Hence there is w in Vi which has unique indegree in Gii. If Xg # 1: or Y[ # 1: then 
there are j, mf i, O~jf m s n and vertices x, y # w in Vi such that d,(x) > d,(y) 
and d,i(y) > d mi(X)m SO in IGii the or,!y arc or nonarc may be taken to be xw or YW 
to give two non-isomorphic realizations of S. E-ence P4 holds. 
(5) Suppose there is mf i, j such that O< k’(d,, di)< l!lL,. Then there are 
X, YE Vi such that d,i(x)=*d,i(y). Then we may i:ave di(n)>d$(y) or d;(y)> 
d;(x) to give two nonisomorphic realizations of S. A contradiction. Similarly it 
may be shown that k’(di, d,) = 0 or l:(l[- 1). Hence PS holds. 
(6) If P6 does not hold, the11 we can get a realization in which the number of 
vertices with indegree 0 is less than k(0). A contradiction. Hence P6 holds. 
Now to prove the sufficiency. 
Let S satisfy the conditiox and &I be any realization of S. From P2 and P3 we 
see that A;(H) = Alf, A,(H) = A,, &$(H) = 6; and &j(H) = 8,. Also from P6 we 
see that there are k(0) vel’tices 6n V(H) of indegree 0. Hence we can take 
V(H) = V(G) = V. 
Let g;(x) and g&) denote the outdegree and indegree respectively of x in 
H[ Vi, y], where x E Vi and y respectively. 
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IRt f(X) =: ((d:*(X), d&(X), . . . , d&(X)), (d&(X), d,(X), . . . , d,(X))) and f’(x) = 
((g,iix), !$2(.r), - l l Y g&txl>7 (gdx>, gl,tx)9 l l - 9 gii(X))) if 3~ E Vi. If k(0) = 0, then 
Cl&(X) = g&(X) = 0 for all 3c E V. 
~1 map #: V --+ V is said to be permissible if 4 is C-1 and x E Vi, 0 < a’ s n, 
implies $(.u) E 15 and f’(x) = f(4(x)). 
Cl&l. If II’- 2, then {f(x): X E Vi}={f’(x): X: E vi}. 
Suppose there is a j# i such that Ai # S& then as S is digraphic so j # 0. Hence 
froim P5 we get that Ai = at, Ai = 8, and for all m# i, j, OAcm= Srm, A,i= S,i. 
Also by P6 A ii = Sii = 0 as indegree in H of all I{ vertices of Vi is same. Hence the 
claim holds in this case. 
Suppose Al # 6; and there is no jp i, 1 sjs n, such that Ai f 8;. Note there is 
a vertex of unique outdegree distinct from the vertex of unique indegree in both 
Gii and Hii by P2. From P4 we*get th;tt Xl = Yi = II and hence the claim holds. 
So for all j, lsjsn, Ai;= 6;. If there is a p, 0~ p s n such that A ii # S,, then 
also Claim holds as we know that either Xl = II or Y{ = I: by PI. If there is no 
such p, then, too, the claim holds. 
Hence the claim is proved. 
It follows from the above claim, as we need not check for Vi with Zl= 1 and for 
VO, that there is a permissible map 4. It can easily be seen that c.$ is an 
isomorphism from ,4 onto G. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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